Abstract
amino acids form the cores of protein folds, but also promote aggregation. Young genes have a 23 hydrophilic amino acid composition, which is presumably the simplest solution to the 24 aggregation problem. Young genes' few hydrophobic residues are clustered near one another 25 along the primary sequence, presumably to assist folding. Later evolution increases 26 hydrophobicity, increasing aggregation risk. This risk is counteracted by more subtle effects in 27 the ordering of the amino acids, including a reduction in the clustering of hydrophobic residues 28 until they eventually become more dispersed than if distributed randomly. This dispersion has 29 previously been reported to be a general property of proteins, but here we find that it is 30 restricted to old genes. Quantitatively, the index of dispersion delineates a gradual trend, i.e. a 31 decrease in the clustering of hydrophobic amino acids over billions of years.
33

Introduction
34
Proteins need to do two things to ensure their evolutionary persistence: fold into a functional 35 conformation whose structure and/or activity benefit the organism, and also avoid folding into 36 harmful conformations. Amyloid aggregates are a generic structural form of any polypeptide, 37 and so pose a danger for all proteins . Several lines of evidence 38 suggest that aggregation avoidance is a critical constraint during protein evolution. Highly 39 expressed genes are less aggregation-prone , and evolve more slowly due 40 to greater selective constraint against alleles that increase the proportion of mistranslated Thermophiles, whose amino acids need to be more hydrophobic, show exaggerated 49 aggregation-avoidance patterns (Thangakani et al. 2012 ). 50 Here we ask whether and how proteins get better at avoiding aggregation during the course of 51 evolution. Absent a fossil record or a time machine, biases introduced during the inference of 52 ancestral protein states (Trudeau et The diversity of sequenced taxa now available makes the second possibility (HGT) increasingly 74 unlikely, especially outside microbial taxa that experience high levels of HGT; here we minimize 75 this possibility by focusing on the set of mouse genes. The same wealth of sequenced taxa also 76 makes the third possibility (phylogenetically independent loss of the entire gene family) 77 unlikely, given the large number of independent loss events implied. More importantly, neither 78 HGT nor independent loss are likely to drive systematic trends in protein properties as a 79 function of apparent gene age; instead, they are likely to dilute any underlying patterns 80 resulting from other determinants of apparent gene age.
81
Most critiques of the interpretation of phylostratigraphy in de novo gene terms therefore focus 82 on the fourth possibility, specifically the concern that trends may be driven by biases in the 83 degree to which homology is detectable (Albà and Castresana 2007; Moyers and Zhang 2016, 84 2017, 2015). In particular, homology is harder to detect for shorter and faster-evolving proteins, 85 which might therefore appear to be young, giving false support to the conclusion than young 86 genes are shorter and faster-evolving. The problem of homology detection bias extends to any 87 trait that is correlated with primary factors, such as length or evolutionary rate, that directly 88 affect homology detection. We previously studied such a trait, intrinsic structural disorder (ISD), 89 and found that statistically correcting for evolutionary rate did not affect the results, and that 90 statistically correcting for length made them stronger (Wilson et al. 2017 
Results
101
We assigned mouse genes to gene families and to times of origin, and assigned a protein composition alone can be assessed by scrambling the order of the amino acids (Fig. 2, bottom) , 113 revealing that young genes make greater use of amino acid composition to avoid aggregation.
114
The pattern is mirrored by other measurements of the hydrophobicity of the amino acid Transmembrane proteins showed the same trend in clustering as a function of age as did 161 mouse genes as a whole. 162 Dispersion/clustering is a metric for which genes that have been evolving for longer have 163 different properties from genes that are "less evolved", creating a consistent direction of 164 evolution over billions of years. This directionality of evolution can be interpreted as a slow 165 shift from a primitive strategy for avoiding misfolding in young genes to more subtle strategies 166 in old genes. 167 The primitive aggregation avoidance strategy used by young genes is simply to have a 168 hydrophilic amino acid composition (Fig. 2) , creating intrinsic structural disorder (Linding et al. young genes have more known SLiMs (Fig. S3) .
180
In contrast to young genes, older genes have higher hydrophobicity, which must be offset by The youngest genes show similar clustering to what would be expected were intergenic 197 sequences to be translated (Fig. 4, blue) . Clustering of amino acids translated from non-coding clustering after that. 219 We believe that gene birth is the most plausible driver of our results. HGT is rare in more recent 220 ancestors of mice, simultaneous loss in so many branches is unlikely, and statistical correction 221 for evolutionary rate, length and expression (Fig. S2) of their analysis, also confirm that results were not sensitive to the difficulty of scoring 261 speciation-density in prokaryotes. 262 We propose that our findings may be best explained by three phases of protein evolution under between propensity to fold and propensity to misfold.
272
The protein folding problem is notoriously hard. Here we see that it isn't just hard for human 273 biochemists -it's so hard that evolution struggles with it too. Proteins evolve to find stable even for evolution, let alone for our "free-modeling" techniques to predict ab initio.
281
Materials and Methods
282
M. musculus proteins from Ensembl (v73) were assigned gene families and gene ages as database with an E-value threshold of 0.001 was used for preliminary age assignments for each 286 gene, followed by a variety of quality filters. Genes unique to one species were excluded due to 287 the high rate of sequences falsely annotated as protein-coding genes, leaving Rodentia as the 288 youngest phylostratum. Paralogous genes were clustered into gene families, and a single age 289 was reconciled per gene family, which filtered out some inconsistent performance of BLASTp.
290
Numbers of genes and gene families in each phylostratum can be found in Table S1 The index of dispersion was assessed by comparing the variance in hydrophobicity between 311 blocks of 6 consecutive amino acids to the mean hydrophobicity (Irbäck et al. 1996 reduced when we account for dispersion (blue is closer than orange is to the 0 dashed line) using a 376 scrambled sequence that is controlled to have a similar dispersion value. The clustering of hydrophobic 377 amino acids in young genes acts to increase their aggregation propensity. 95% confidence intervals are 378
shown, based on a linear mixed model where gene family and phylostratum are random and fixed terms 379 respectively. Note that blue and orange confidence intervals should be compared only to the reference 380 value of zero, and not to each other, due to the paired nature of the data. For phylostrata shown in red 381 and indicated by an orange dot, the difference between blue and orange was significant (*p<0.01, 382 **p<0.001, ***p<0.0001), and the percentage of deviation from 0 accounted for by the control is 383
shown. For most phylostrata where the difference between blue and orange was non-significant 384 (indicated by a black dot and black text), the orange deviated little from 0, so there was little or nothing 385 for the blue clustering control to account for. Results are shown for TANGO; results for Waltz trend in 386 the same direction but are weaker (Fig. S4) . The x-axis is the same as for 
